SUBJECT: DUAL MODE GAMBIT SIMULATIONS

1. REFERENCES:
   A. MSG 7195, 26 APR 80
   B. MSG 0687, 20 MAY 80

2. ON 19 MAY WE MET WITH MEMBERS OF THE COMIREX/ICRS STAFFS IN LOS ANGELES TO DISCUSS GAMBIT DUAL MODE SIMULATIONS AND GRD PERFORMANCE DATA AS SUGGESTED IN REF A. THIS MEETING SATISFIED THE REQUEST FOR PRELIMINARY INFORMATION BY 16 MAY (REF. A.). THE 6 JUN SUSPENSE DATE OF REF. A. WAS EXTENDED UNTIL MID JULY TO ALLOW COMIREX TO PROVIDE WITH SPECIFIC GUIDANCE/MISSON OBJECTIVES AND A SUPPORTING TARGET FILE FOR OUR GAMBIT DUAL MODE SIMULATIONS. WE AGREED THAT THIS GUIDANCE AND THE CORRESPONDING TARGET FILE WILL BE PROVIDED TO US BY COMIREX/ICRS NLT 13 JUN. BRIEFINGS ON THE COMPLETED SIMULATIONS WILL THEN BE PROVIDED TO COMIREX/ICRS ABOUT ONE MONTH AFTER THE GUIDANCE AND TASKING IS RECEIVED.


4. WE WILL REVIEW THESE BRIEFINGS WITH YOU PRIOR TO PRESENTATION TO COMIREX.
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